[Latencies of Repeated Responses to Single Pulse Stimulation of the Schaffer Collaterals Registered in Hippocampal Field CA1 in Rats During Sleep].
It is assumed that hippocampal neurons which were activated via the neocortex by new stimulus during the wakefulness and after that maintain its transient memory trace must be reactivated during the sleep to consolidate corresponding permanent memory trace in the neocortex. So we investigated the possibility of reverberation of excitation in the neuronal circuits connecting the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. In sleeping rats within proximal part of the field CA1 of dorsal hippocampus we recorded double and triple responses to single pulse stimulation of Schaffer collaterals with previously potentiated synapses. Analysis of latent periods of repeated responses permitted to assume that the wave of excitation that was initiated in the field CA1 and returned from the entorhinal cortex to the locus of registration in the CA1 directly via perforant path fibers or throw the field CA2, can evoke repeated discharge of neurons in the CA1 but not the same that were activated initially by stimulation of Schaffer collaterals. So the neuronal circuits connecting the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex don't maintain reactivation of "learned" neurons in following periods of sleep.